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the principle of inclusion-exclusion on semilattices is extended on partially ordered sets as 
fodows. Let CJ be a nonempty set and ~(~) be the power set of t9 Let P be a finite partially 
9rdered set with a unique maximal element. Let f:P--*9(n) be a map satisty:~ f(x)Nf(y)~ 
f(~) for each x and y in P aad for some minimal upper hound z of {x, y}. Then fol any measure 
m on ~(~) the following identity holds. 
m( U f(x)~= ~ (-1)'~"m( i-I f(x)) 
~z~P I ~C Xx~¢ I 
where C is the set of all chains in P and l(e) denotes the length of a chain ¢. The theorem ,'~n 
be dualized, which results in other three cases. The theorem can be restated in terms of 
valuations on distributive lattices instead of measures on ~(g~). The relationships between the 
!,revious results and the present one are described. Also, by a direct application of the theorem, 
~ome identities on the number of chains and nonchains in P are given. 
Introduction 
We first briefly mention the background and the progress which led to t~e main 
theorem in this paper, that is, the principle of inclu:;ion-exclusion on partially 
ordered sets. In the process of wrestling with the enumeration problem on 
irreducible mac, hines (M.A. ttarr ison's Problem [5]) for which a series of enumer- 
ation theorems under (permutation) group action can not answer, the principle of 
inclusion-exc]lusion on partition semilatfices was discovered [8] (Corollary of 
[11]). Furthermore, by the motive of simplifying figure-works in enumerating the 
reducible or itrreducible types of finite systems such as. mappings and finite 
machines, a cardinal congruence relation on the set of chains in a partition lattice 
was introduced by a permutation on the chains [I0]. An invariant of each cardinal 
congruence class containing a chain of length <~ 1 was given by the natural order 
preserving type functions from a partition lattice to partition posets of an integer 
and a vector, and the cardinality of each class was represented by the closed 
formula on the invariants [9, I0~ 12]. Sub:~equently, the concept of reducible or 
irreducible mapping systems relative to a ~reduction domain was established, and 
then, through a Galois correspondence between mapping systems and partition 
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lattices, the inclusion-exclusion partition semilattice was applied to enumerat- 
ing the reducible or irreducible mapping systems [12, 14]. In the sequel, 'the 
Galois correspondence b tween mapping systems and partition lattices' and 'a 
Galois correspondence b tween machines and partition lattices' was identified by 
a bijection from the set of transition functions to the set of mapping systems. 
Therefore, the enumeration of reducible or irreducible machines was transformed 
into the enumeration of reducible or irreducible mapping systems, which resulted 
in a solution for the Harrison's Problem. In the enumeration, the cardinal 
congruence relation on the chains in a partition lattice was used to simplify 
figure-works in it. Also, by considering a permutation group on the set of 
machine,~ induced by the symmetric group on the set of states, the identity on the 
number of non-(state)isomorphic irreducible machines with n states was obtained. 
Thus, a method for enumerating the reducible or irreducible mapping systems was 
presented [12, 14]. 
On the other hand, the inclusion-exclusion  partition semilattice was ab- 
stractly extended on semilattices, by introducing a 'weak morphism' from a 
semilattice into the power set of objects (Theorem I of [11]). We have given the 
three different proofs of the theorem, one [11] in which the Rota's theorem 
(Theorem 1 of [17]) plays an important role, that is, the closure 1elation on the 
power set of a semilattice is used, and the others [12, 15] are elementary. In an 
application of the theorem, for a given semilattice and a map from the semilattice 
to the power set of objects, it is of interest whether the map is a weak morphism 
or not. Then, further applications of the theorem to Boolean semilattices, product 
partition semilattices and rooted trees were shown (Proposition 1 of [1i], 
Theorem 2 of [11], Proposition 3 of [12]~. Also, the theorem was restated in 
terms of valuations on distributive lattices instead of measures on the power set of 
objects ~ 13]. 
The above-mentioned results are presented in the thesis [12] copies of which 
z:.~, available from the author. 
In this paper, it is shown that the inclusion-exclusion principle on semilattices i  
extended on partially ordered sets. The two of the three proofs of the principle on 
semilattices are naturally extended on partially ordered sets. We sha~l show the 
two distinct proofs (First Proof and Second Proof). Then we have some remarks. 
The theorem can be dualized, which results in other three cases (Remzrk 1). The 
theorem can be restated in terms of valuations on distributive lattices instead of 
measures on the power set of objects (Remark 2). The so-called inclusion- 
exclusion principle and the inclusion-exclusion semilattices are derived from 
~he main theorem (Remark 3). It is shown that an identity used in the first proof is 
an extension of Proposition in [11, p. 198] (Remark 4). Finally, we show a direct 
aFi~!ication of the theorem to ob'taining some identities on the number of chains 
and nonchains in a partially ordered set with a unique maximal element (Proposi- 
ti.~nL The proposition is an extension of Proposition 3 of [12]. 
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The lheorem 
A partially ordered set is also called a poset. Let X be a subset of a poset P, A 
mit~.imal element in the subposet (of P) composed of al[ upper bounds of X is 
called a minimal upper bound of X. Note that there can be more tha~l one minimal 
upper bound of X. A subposet of P which is not a chain is called a nonchain in P, 
i.e. ,*. nonchain contains at least one incompa~'.able pair. Note that a nonchain is 
ncgt necessarily an antichain in which every two distinct elements are incompara- 
ble. Let O be a nonempty set and ~(O) be the; power set of g]. Let P be a finite 
po~e~ with a unique maximal element. Let f :P - -*~(O)  be a map satisfying the 
following condition: for each x and y in P there is at least one minimal upper 
t~olJ.n<1 z of {x, y} such that 
f(x) n/(y) _~ f(z). (1) 
!hera this map f is called a weak morphism on P. The theorem is as follows. 
"lI"~t~ee, r mo Let 0 be a nonempty set and P be a finite partially ordered set with a 
~fr~ ]:~e maximal element. Let f: P~(O)  be a weak morphism on P. Then .for any 
me,~:ure m on ~(0)  the following identity holds~.! 
m'(~Uef(x)) = ~ ( -1 , "m(  N f(x)) 
c~C -xEc  
~ere C is the set of all chains in P and l(c) den, ores the length of a chain c. 
The two different proofs are given. Let P be a finite poset with a unique 
nmximal e~ement and L be a finite semilattice. The first proof is carried out by an 
e;~tension of the closure relation on ~(L) in the proof of Theorem 1 of [113 to  a 
cllosure relation on ~(P). The second proof is elementary without the use of the 
cl<~sure lation, in which ~(P) is classified by the pre-ordered incomparable pair 
contained in each subset of P and a bijection on the set of nonchains in P is 
defined. Let f : ,~( l / )  be a weak morphism on .('. Note that there can be mote 
than one minima/ upper bound z of {x, y} satisfying (1). Then we define an 
algebraic system (R v) as follows. For each x and y in P, we choose a minimal 
upper bound z of {x, y} satisfying (1) and denote it by x v y or/~ when p = {x, y}. 
This algebraic system (P, v) is called a quasi-semilattice induced by f. Note that 
~he operation ~ is idempotent and cummutative, but not necessarily associative. 
Also, note that for a weak morphism f there c~n be more than one quasi- 
semilattice induced by f. It follows immediately that x v y = y for x -~ y in P, and 
that x v y = x v y if there exists a unique minimal upper bound of {x, y}, i.e. the 
join x v y. For each X in .9(P) let lep(~ denote th~ set of all incomparable pairs 
in X. In the following, we regard each subset of P as a subposet of P. The proofs 
are as follows. 
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kirst Proef. Let / :P - , .~(g~)  be a weak morphism on P and (P, v) be a quasi- 
semilattice induced by f. We define a map X---~X of ~(P) into itself by 
..Y = subquasi-semilattice of (P, ~) generated by X and 0 = ~. On the other hand, 
for each X in ~(P), X is defined inductively as follows. Let Xo = X and for i ~> 0
X,÷, = X, U {/~ [p in lep(X3}. 
Then X" is defined by 
£=UX, 
which is equal to X, for the least integer n such that X,+~ =X,.  It follows 
immediately that the map X---r j~ of ~(P) into itself is a closure relation in ~P(P). 
The set of closed elements in ~*(/~) is denoted by Q. We now show that the 
following identity holds. For Y ip O 
(_l) lxl=~(-1)lv' when Y is a chain in P or 0, (2) 
x : ~ v L 0 other" wise 
where the sum of ihe left side ranges over all X satisfying X = Y. For each Y in Q 
let Yo denote Y-{/~ [ p in lep(I0}. Note that Yo is a unique minimal element in 
{X in ~(P)[ X= 10. ~ince X= Y if and only if Yoc_Xc_ Y, it follows that 
X:X~Y k=O 
= (- -  1 ) " (1  - 1)'  
otherwise 
where m = [Yo[, n = I YI and l = n -  m. Yo = Y means that Y is a chain in P or ¢, 
completing the proof of the identity (2). Also, since 
f(x v y)O f(x)N f(y)= f(x)N l(y ) 
for each x and v in P, it follows that 
i"1 f(x)= N f(x). (3) 
x~X" x~X 
On the other [land, by the inclusion-~;xclusion principle, 
xcP XegJ(p) 
Then from (3) the following identity is obtained. 
The theorem now follows from the identity (2). 
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Secend proof. Let M be the set of minimal elements in E Let us arrange the 
elements in M and then the minimal elements in the subposet P-  M and so on up 
to the unique maximal element. Then P is totally ordered as follows: 
Note x<,,y for x<y in P. For each i (l~<i<~s) let 
P, = {p in lcp(P) i/~ = x,}. 
For some i P~ may be ¢. Then 
t P, = IeF(P). 
i=l  
Le~: ,~s number the elements in Pt and then P2 and so on till l~. Thus Ithe elements 
of !"cp(P) are numbered p~, Pz . . . .  , Pt. Then, 
,1~¢ P~ for each i and k (1 -~i ~ k ~ t). (4) 
B~'cause, if for some i (I ~ i ~< k) Pi contains/~k, then/~k </~i, that is,/~k <~/~, which 
~s c,.~ntrary to/~ ~<~/~k. For P~ ( l~i~<t)  in lep(P), N(p~) is defned inductively as 
frAt~,ws. Let 
N(pO = {X in ~(P) I X~_ p,} 
and for k (2 ~< k ~< t) 
N(pk)-- X in ~'(P ) -U  N(p~) X~_pk . 
TheJ~ 
d, 
~'(v) = L N(p,) + C 
who.re C is the set of chains in P. Let for k ( I~  k ~< t) 
N-(pk)={X~N(pk)I~k~X}, N+(pk)={YeN(pk)l~ka Y}. 
If N-(p~:) contains X, then N÷(pk) contains X+{l~k}. Because, it foi?ows f~'om (4) 
that for e, ach X in N-(pk), Icp(X+{15k}) contains Pk but not p~ ( l~ i~k-1) .  
Therefore, a map 
txk : N-(pk)'~ N+(pk) 
is well defined by a,~(X)= X+{/~k}, and it is easily shown that ak (1 ~ k ~< t) is a 
bijectioa. For each i in {-, +} let 
Ni--- t Ni(pk) • 
Then a bijection ~ :N-~, N ÷ is defined by a (X)= ak(X) for each X in N-(pk). 
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Now, by the inclusion-exclusion principle 
x 
XeflD(p) xX~X , 
X / (-n'"t-',.~, n f(x) t"l f(x) (5) 
XeN x~X ; e~C XxE~ / 
where N is the set (N- + N +) of nonchains and C is the set of chains. Also, since 
f(x) N f(y) c_ f(x v y), for each X in N-  
n f (x)= I"1 f(x), and la(x)l-l=lXl. 
xeX x¢ce(X) 
Therefore, the first term of the right side of the identity (5) is equal to 0, 
completing the proof. 
Remark 1. The theorem can be dualized, which results in other three cases. That 
is,. t.J and n are interchangeable by setting f(x) U f(y) ~ f(z) for f(x) n f(y)_c f(z) 
and for any finite poset with a uniqueminimal element he theorem holds. 
Remark 2. Let (D, v, ^ ) be a distributive lattice and (A, +) be a commutative ring 
with identity. A map v:D-*  A satisfying 
v(x v y) + v(x ^  y) = v(x) + v(y) 
l'or each x and y in D is called a valuation on D. Then it is easily shown that the 
theorem can be restated in terms of valuations on distributive lattices instead of 
measure~; on ~(P). 
Remark 3. In an application of the theorem, for a given poser P and a map 
f:  P---,~(O), it is of interest whether f is a weak morphism on P or not. Let P be 
a finite chain:. Then a map / :P - -~( f f2)  is always a weak morphism on P and 
~(P) = (7. 7[hus the inclusion-exclusion principle is derived. Let P be a finite 
semilattice. Then a map f:P--.~(Ft) satisfying f(x)N f(y)_c f(x v y) for each x and 
y in P is a weak morphism on P. Thus the principle of inclusion-exclusion on 
semila',tices i  derived. 
Remark 4. Let P be a finite poset with a unique maximal element and Q be the 
set of closed elements (~ = 0) in the first proof. Note that Q results in the lattice of 
all subquasi-semilattices of (P, v). Let /z and t~* be tlae M6bius functions of ~(P)  
and Q. Then for each Y in Q 
/~*(O, Y) ={ 0(-1)l~ otherwise.if Y is a chain in P or 0, 
Because ,  
~*t~,Y) = ~ ~(O,x)= ~ (-1)~"~, 
X:X~Y X :X~Y 
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which is jiust the identity (2). This formula is an extension of Proposition in [11, p. 
198]. 
Finally a direct application of the theorem is shown. 
Proposithm. Let P be a finite poser of the cardinality p with a unique maximal 
element, i~t q be the number of chains of length i in P and n~ be the number of 
n onchain~s of size i in P. Then the following identities hold. 
(1) ~( -1 ) ' c~=1,  (2) ~( -1 ) ' - 'n ,=O.  
0~;i 2.gi 
For some non-negative integers k and 1 such that k+l=2P-~. -1 ,  the following 
identities hold. 
(3) ~ c ,=2k+l ,  (4) ~ ~,=21, 
0~i  2~ 
(5) ~_c2, =k+l ,  (6) ~ ~:,,=l, 
0~i  1 ,~ 
( ')  Z c2,+~=k, (8) Z n2,~t =!. 
O~i lagi 
l~rooL In the following, for each X in fl~(P) let re(X) be the cardinality of X. (1) 
Lc~. f :P~( f2 )  be a constant map defined by f(x)={a} for all x in P. Then 
olea: ly f is a weak morphism a~;d the identi'ly is easily derived. (2) Let/~ denote a 
',)~:ally ordered P. Let f: tS--->&(fA) be a cortstant map defined by f(x)= {a}. Then 
by the inclusion-exclusion principle, 
( -1 ) ' )+  ~ (-1) L'I-1-- 1 
¢EC n~N 
wh~.::e C is the set of elements in ~(1fi) which are chains in P and N is the set of 
elements in ~(I  5) which are nonchains in P. Therefore the identity follows from 
(~). The identities (3)-(8) are easily derived. 
Let P be a finite semilattice. Then Proposition 3 of [12] follows from the 
i~,r~sent proposition. 
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